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The properties of a solution of the equations of motion 
of a mechanical system subject to irregular (singular) perturbations 

R. GUTOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE SUBJECT matter of the present considerations is the motion of a system described by nonlin
ear ordinary differentiallequations of the first order, some of which involve a small parameter 
with a derivative. If this parameter is zero, the equations take a singular form. Conditions are 
established sufficient for the solution of the non-degenerate set of equations with a small para
meter to tend to the solution of the singular set of equations, if the small parameter tends to zero. 
The above results have been obtained by means of the method of integral inequalities. They 
concern cases which differ from those discussed in the existing works on the same subject, above 
all by the type of the non-linearities admitted. 

W pracy rozwaiono ruch ukladu opisywany r6wnaniami r6i:niczkowymi zwyczajnymi nielinio
wymi pierwszego rzctdu, z kt6rych c~c zawiera maly parametr przy pochodnej. Je5li parametr 
ten jest r6wny zeru, wtedy r6wnania przybierajq, postac osobliwq,. W pracy ustalono warunki 
dostateczne na to, aby rozwiQ:zania ukladu niezdegenerowanego z malym parametrem zmierzaly 
do rozwi~ ukladu osobliwego, gdy maly parametr zmierza do zera. Rezultaty otrzymano 
za pomOCQ: metody nier6wnoSci calkowych, przy czym rezultaty te obejmujq, przypadki odmienne 
niZ w istniejq,cych na ten temat pracach, przede wszystkim ze wzglc;du na charakter dopuszczal
nych nieliniowo8ci. 

B pa60Te paCCMOTpeHO ~IDKeHHe CHCTCMLI, OIIHCbiBaeMOH HeJIHHCHHbiMH 06biKHOBCHHbiMH 
AH<l>$epeHinfaJibHbiMH YpaBHCHWIMH IlepBoro IIOpH,I:tKa, llac:TL KOTOpbiX co~ep)I{Hl' MaJibiH na
paMeTp npH npoH3BO~o:H. EcJIH 3TOT napaMeTp paaeH HYJUO, To ypaaHeHHH IIpHHHMaJOT oco-
6yro <l>opMy. B pa6oTe HCCJie~OBaHbl ~OCTaTOliHhie YCJIOBHH CXO~OCTH peweHHH CHCTCMbl 
ypaaHeHHii Heoco6oro THIIa, co~ep>KaiUHX MaJibiH napaMeTp, K peweHHHM CHCTeMhi oco6oro 
THIIa, npu CTpeMJieHHH MaJioro napaMeTpa K HYJUO. llonyqeHHhie pe3yJibTaThi BhiBe~eHbr IIpH 
UOMOIIUI MeTO~ HHTerpaJibHbiX HCpaBCHCTB H OXBaTbiBaJOT cnyqaH, OTJIHllaiOIIUICCH OT paHee 
paCCMOTpeHHbiX B JIHTepaT)'Pe xapaKTepOM ~OnyCKaCMOH HeJIHHCHHOCTH. 

1. Tbe statement of the problem 

LET us consider .a mechanical system, the equations of motion of which have the form 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

pz = A(t)z+F(t, z, 0'), 

i:J = B(t)d+(/)(t, z, 0'), 

the initial conditions being z(t0 ) = z0 , O'(t0 ) = 0'0 • The following notations have been 
used 

z = col{z1 , ... , z1], 

where l+m = n. The symbols A(t) and B(t) denote square matrices of order I and m, 
respectively, real and continuous fort E[t0 , oo). F= coi[F1 , ... , F1],cJ> = col[cJ>1 , ... , cJ>m] 
are also matrices real and continuous forte [t0 , oo) and llzll + 110'11 < oo (the symbo1 11·11 
denoting the norm). The quantity p, = oonst ~ 0 is a small parameter. 
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Let us denote by z(t, p,) and u(t, p) the solution of the equations of motion (1.1) 
and (1.2). Let us consider in addition a system the equations of which have the form 

(1.3) 

with the initial condition 

(1.4) 

Such a system is obtained as a result of irregular or, in other words, singular perturbation 
of the system described by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)-that is, if we set p = 0 in (1.1). Let us de
note the solution of the equations of motion (1.3) by 

(1.5) ~ = H(t), C = h(t), 1/h(t)JI ~ ~ = const < oo. 

This solution will be considered to be known. 
The object of the present paper is to establish conditions sufficient for the relations 

(1.6) llz(t, p,) -h(t) 11 JJ-=!o 0, llu(t, p)- H(t) 11 ;.!0 0 

to hold. Let us set in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2): 

(1.7) z(t, p) = h(t) + y(t, p), u(t, p.) = H(t) +x(t, p). 

Then, we obtain the following differential equations for the functions y(t, p) and x(t, ,u): 

(1.8) I'Y = A (t)y + F[t, h (t) + y, H(t) +x] +A (t)h(t) -ph(t), 

(1.9) x = B(t)x+<l'[t, h(t) + y, H(t) +xi +B(t)H(t) -H(t). 

In agreement with the assumption, the functions h(t) and H(t) satisfy identically the set 
of Eqs. (1.3)-that is, 

Ah+F(t, h, H)= 0, if= BH +<~'(t, h, H). 

Hence, 

Ah = -F(t, h, H), BH -H = -<P(t, h, H). 

It follows that the differential Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) take the form: 

(1.11) py = A(t)y+F[t, h(t) + y, H(t) +x] -F[t, h(t), H(t)}-ph(t), 

(1.12) x = B(t)x+<l'ft, h(t)+y, H(t)+x]-<Pft, h(t), H(t)J. 

Let us denote 

F[t, h(t)+y, H(t)+xJ-F[t, h(t), H(t)] = f(t, x,y), 

tP[t, h(t)+y, H(t)+x]-'-<l'[t, h(t), H(t)J = qy(t, x,y), 

-,uh(t) = p(t, p,). 

With these notations, the differential Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12) take the form: 

(1.13) I'Y = A(t)y+f(t,x,y)+p(t,p,), 

(1.14) x = B(t)x+qy(t, x,y). 
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By virtue of (1.4), (1.5) and (1.7), the initial conditions for the functions x and y are 

Y(to) = Yo = Zo-h(to), x(to) = x0 = Uo-H(to) = 0. 

From Eqs. (1.7) it is seen that to show (1.6) it suffices to prove that llx(t, ,.u)ll -+ 0 and 
IIY(t, ,.u )11-+0 if ,.u-+ 0. The problem just stated finds application in the domain of vibrations 
of nonlinear mechanical systems in which very small masses or very small moments of 
inertia are involved (hands of instruments for instance), vibrations of nonlinear electric 
systems with concentrated constants with very small inductions or capacities, and also 
in systems of automatic control in which some of the time constants are sufficiently small 
as compared with the remainder. 

The problem cited above, and formulated in a similar manner, has already been studied 
by a number of authors [1-9]. 

In the present paper will be discussed, by means of the method of integral inequali
ties [10], these results obtained for cases different from those discussed in the above works. 

2. Analysis of the properties of the solutions of Eqs. (1.13) and (1.14) 

Together with Eqs. (1.13) and (1.14), let us consider the linear differential equations: 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

,.u~ = A(t)n+p(t,p), 

11; = A(t)r, 

q = B(t)q, 

where 1J = col[1J 1 , ... , 1'}1], r = col[r1 , ... , r1], q = col[q1 , ... , qm]. 
Let the initial values satisfy the relations: 

y(to) = f}(to) = r(t0 ) = y 0 , x(t0 ) = q(to) = 0. 

We denote by R(t) and Q(t) the fundamental matrices of solution of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), 
respectively. Let us make the following assumptions: 

- !_(t-s) 
1. IIR(t)R-1 (s)ll ~ ae ll , IIQ(t)Q-1(s)ll ~ a.e-fJ<t-s) for 10 ~ s ~ t and t e[to, oo), 

where a, y, a., Pare real positive constants. 
2. 111J(t)ll ~ ,.uc for t e(t0 , oo), where c is a real positive constant. 
3. llf(t, x, Y)ll ~ ktKt (llxll + IIYII), llfJJ(t, x, y)ll ~ k2K2(IIxll + IIYID for t e[to, oo) 

and llxll + IIYII < oo; kt, k2 are non-negative real constants and Kt (u) and K2(u) are con
tinuous, non-negative, non-decreasing functions for u ~ 0. We have also Kt (0) = K2 (0) = 0. 

Let us denote by K(u) a function satisfying the relation: 

(2.4) K(u) ~sup (Kt, K2), 
u;;;;.O 

and let g(u) be a continuous, non-negative, non-decreasing function for u ~ 0 and g(O) = 0. 
This function is assumed to satisfy the relation: 

(2.5) 
. g( {}) 
Jtm-{}2 =, = const ~ 0, 
{}--.0 
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and the constant v = const < <X> is assumed to satisfy the inequality 

(2.6) {3 > 4cak1 v. 

The conditions for the assumption I to be satisfied are mentioned in (3 and 8]. For the 

assumption 2 it can be easily shown that, if llh(t)ll ~ <5 = const < <X> [cf. (1.5)], then 
llp(t, p)ll ~ p<5 and 

(2.7) !II?JII ~ P~ =pc<<x:> for te(t0 ,<x:>). 

For t = t0 , we have 11'711 ~ II1Joll +pc and for every t > t0-that is, in the open interval 
(to, <X> ~the appraisal (2. 7) is valid. 

The set of integral equations corresponding to the differential Eqs. (1.13) and (L 14) 
has the form: · 

t 

y = R(t)R- 1(t0 )y0 + __!__ J R(t)R- 1(s)fis, x(s), y(s)]ds 
p to 

t 

+ __!_ J R(t)R- 1(s)p(s, p)ds. 
p to 

t 

x = J Q(t)Q- 1(s) tp[s, x(s), y(s)]ds. 
to 

The solution of the differential Eq. (2.1) has the form 

t 

'7 = R(t)R- 1(t0 ) ?Jo + ~ · J R(t)R- 1(s)p (s, p)ds; 
to 

therefore, the integral equations take the form: 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

t 

y = '7 + __!__ J R(t)R- 1(s)fis, x(s), y(s)]ds, 
I' to 

t 

x = J Q(t)Q- 1(s)tp[s, x(s), y(s)}ds, 
to 

Taking the norms of both members of the inequalities (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain, by virtue 
of the assumptions I, 2 and 3, within the interval {t0 , <x:>), 

(2.10) 
1 f _t.(t-s) I!Yll ~ pc+- ak1e ll gt(JJxiJ + 11Yil)ds, 
I' to 

t 

(2.11) !lxJI :::;;; J (Xk2e-P<t-s) g2 (JJxiJ) + IIY IJ)ds. 
to 

Let us denote 

IJxll + IIYII = u. 
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On adding the inequalities (2.1 0) and (2.11) and taking into consideration the notation 
(2.4), we obtain: 

(2.12) t [ y ] ak --(t-s) 
u ~ p,c+ J --1 e ll + a.k2e-fl<t-s) g(u)ds. 

to I' 

Let us denote the right-hand member by v(t); therefore, 

ak -~~ It ~., It 
(2.13) v(t) =pc+ --;l-e ll ell g(u)ds+a.k2e-flt efl"g(u)ds ~ u. 

to to 

By differentiating this relation with respect to time, we find: 

On denoting 
t l 

ak I -r. (t-s) 
~1 = --1 e ll g(u)ds, 

I' to 

t 

152 = a.k2 J e-fl(t-s>g(u}ds, 
to 

the relations (2.13) and (2.14) can be written 

(1.15) 

(2.16) V = - (; .!1 +P~2) + { a;• + ak2 )g(u) 

= -P( ~ ~. +~,) + ( a;• +<Xk,)g(u). 

Let p,* denote the value for which y/p,*/1 = I. For p, < p,*, we have: 

~ 151 + 15 2 > 15 1 + 152 = v- p,c. 

In addition, by virtue of (2.13) we have v ~ u. Substituting this in (2.16), we obtain the 
inequality: 

(2.17) . ('ak1 ) V < - {3 (V - ftC) + ---;;-- + a.k 2 g (V) . 

On changing variables by the relatione = - 1
-v-1, we find v = (1 +e) p,c, and fort= t0 , 

fl-C 

we have v{t0) = v0 = p,c, eo = ~ -1 = 0, r = {Jt, for t = t0 , we have r 0 = {3t0 and 
p,c 

drfdt = {3; therefore, the inequality (2.17) takes the form 

dv de dr ( ak 1 ) dt = pc dr tit ~ - f3pce + ---;;-- + a.k2 gf(l +e) ,uc}. 
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Let us denote 

(2.18) 

With this notation we have 

(2.19) 

ak1 
therefore, x(O} = 7fC . 

d
de ~ x(~) g[(l +e).ucl -e. 

T ,U 

R. GurowsKI 

It is assumed that for every .u > 0 there is a A.0 Cu) < oo, which is a continuous function 
of the parameter .u such that 

(2.20) 

(2,21) 

xv;) g[(l +A.o),uc]-A.o = 0, 
.u 

x(~) g[(l+A.)pc]-·l>O for le[O, lo)· 
.u 

Flo. 1. 

Since f!o = 0, therefore, by virtue of (2.21), there exists such a T* > To that the right-hand 
side of the inequality (2.19) is positive and we can, within the interval (To, T*), divide 
this inequality by its right-hand member. Thus, 

(!(T) 

f ds ~ T-To for T E (T0, T*), I'> 0. 
x(,u) 

o y-g[(l +s)p,c}- s 

(2.22) 

However (cf. Fig. 1) 

for A.< 1.0 

therefore, 

(2.23) 
£100 • eM • 

/ 1o- s ~ / -x-(~_)_g_[_(l_+_s_)_p,_c}---s- ~ T -To 

" 
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for T E( To' -r*), f-l > 0. Let us suppose that e( -r*) = Ao for T = T* < 00. Then, by virtue 
of (2.23), 

(2.24) 

Ao 
"' ds 
I -1-- ~ T*-To 

.. Ao -s 
0 

which is impossible, because the integral on the left-hand side of the inequality (2.24) 
tends to + oo and the right-hand side is finite. Thus, the functions e( -r) satisfying the 
inequality (2.22) satisfy, for T e(T0, oo) and f-l > 0, the inequality 

(2.25) 

and the equation e(-r) = .A.0 is valid forT= oo only (that is -r* = oo). As a result we find 
that 

(2.26) llxJJ + I!Yll = u(t) ~ v(t) ~ [l +A0 (p)Jf-tC 

for any sufficiently small f-l > 0 and t e(t0 , oo ). Hence, 

(2.27) JJxJJ ~ [(1 +Ao(#)},uc, IIYII ~ [(1 +Ao(#)],uc 

for any sufficiently small ,u > 0 and t e(t0 , oo ). 
To analyse the behaviour of the norms llxll and IIYII for ,u-+ 0, we must first prove 

their validity for ,u = 0 or, in other words, that the relation (2.25) takes for fJ -+ 0 the 
form: 

(2.28) 

The value .A.0 (0) can be found from Eq. (2.20), which can be rewritten thus: 

2 2 
g [ (I + .A.0 (,u)) ,uc] 

(2.29) x(,u)[1 +Ao(,U)} c ( 1 +.A.o(,u)) 2,u2c2 = Ao(fJ) · 

On passing to the limit for f-l -+ 0, we obtain, by virtue of (2.18), 

(2.30) 

If 0 < Y < oo, the relation (2.28) holds, and on transforming (2.30) we have: 

.A.5(0) + (2- __ k{J ).A.0 (0) +I = 0. 
ea 1 Y 

By virtue of (2.6), we have fJ > 4 cak 1 Y; therefore, the quadratic equation has two real 
bounded solutions .A.0 (0), both of which are positive. We take the smaller one. 

If Y = 0, it follows from (2.30) that .A.0 (0) = 0 and Eq. (2.25) should be verified. To this 
end, we use directly Eq. (2.19) which is represented in the form: 

!!g_ ~ x(f-t)(I+e)2c2 g{(l+e),ucl -e. 
d-r (I+ e)2p2c2 

By Jetting f-l -+ 0, we obtain for Y = 0, by virtue of (2.5), 

de dT > -e, therefore, ()(T) ~ eoe-(t-to). 
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Since now eo = 0, we have the inequality e( -r) ~ 0, which means that Eq. (2.25) remains 
valid in this case. 

Thus, Eq. (2.28) holds for 0 ~ P < oo, and A.0 (0) is bounded. Hence, by virtue of (2.27), 

(2.31) lim l!x(t, ,u) 11 = 0, lim !IY(t, ,u) 11 = 0 
/J-+0 IJ-+0 

for t e(t0 , oo ). As a result, by virtue of (I. 7), we find 

(2.32) liml lz(t, ,u)-h(t)i l = 0, lim lia(t, p}-H(t)ll = 0 
IJ-o IJ-o 

fort e(t0 , oo). 
It has been shown above that A.0 (.u) is bounded, therefore, the mutual tendency ofthe 

solutions of Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) for ,u --+ 0 is of order fl [cf. Eqs. (2.27)]. This is 
a consequence of the assumption (2.5). If this assumption is weakened by assuming that 
P = v(.u), there are no major difficulties in establishing conditions for v(.u) such that A.0 (.u) 
may increase indefinitely for ,u--+ 0 in such a manner that flA0 (.u) --+ 0 for fl --+ 0. These 
conditions can be obtained directly from Eq. (2.29). 

Thus, from the considerations of the present paper it follows that if the assumptions 
made are satisfied, the system of equations of motion (1.1) and (1.2), which are more 
complicated, can be replaced by a simple system (1.3), provided that the parameter ,u is 
sufficiently small. 
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